
ICDA Symposium Credit 

#205031 LO - Connecting with Music - Vocal/Choral   Licensure Renewal Credit - 1 - $95 

https://www.aealearningonline.org/                          Instructor: Elizabeth Fritz   lizfritz@mac.com 

This professional development opportunity focuses on specific experiences and resources for 
the vocal music teacher and choral music program. Learning opportunities are coordinated 
with a hybrid attendance experience of the Iowa Choral Directors Association Symposium, 
featuring clinic sessions covering various topics for vocal music educators. The AEA PD Online 
Moodle platform will be used to supplement and submit coursework for the professional 
development opportunity.  

Participants will view/attend a minimum total of 8 hours (10 sessions) of content. Participants 
will maintain and submit a Learning Log documenting viewed content by writing a brief 
paragraph (2 - 3 sentences) describing and evaluating each of the sessions during the 
symposium.  

Participants will extend their learning opportunities by participating in online discussion and 
reflection.  The focus of this coursework will be planning and instruction.  

This learning opportunity provides rich content, participant choice, and personalization for 
professional development. It also provides the exposure to leaders and experts in the field of 
music education not otherwise available at this affordable cost. The course becomes more 
rigorous and valuable because of the very practical, direct application for the music classroom.   
  
Schedule and session descriptions will be posted at https://www.iowachoral.org/reignite 

To register, follow the link below. You need an AEA account (same one that you use for Fine 
Arts Modules, Blood-borne pathogens or Mandatory Reporter training). This system uses a 
“Single Sign On” process, so you probably have an account. 

You may need to copy and paste this link into your browser (seems to work best in Firefox or 
Chrome) 

1. https://aealearning.truenorthlogic.com/ia/empari/learning2/registration/
presentRegistrationDetails/316107 

2. Log in by entering your email/password information (same 
information for the AEA Learning System) 

3. Click on LOG IN, This should open course 205031; section 316107.
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